) have been introduced in certain cases where there are documented differences between the word in Greenlandic and other dialects. The lexicon in Kalaallisut adopts the official Greenlandic orthography, while the lexicon in Tunumiisut is rendered phonologically because the orthography of this language is not fixed. In addition, verbs are presented in their indicative form (-poq/-voq) in Kalaallisut (cf. aagup-poq) , and in their radical form in Tunumiisut, followed by a dash (siki-freeze). ilaat: bailer used to remove ice from a fishing hole chipped out in sea ice. /ilar-ut remove ice-mean for doing/ iluliaq: iceberg (a massive piece of ice, more than 5 m above sea level, which has broken away from a glacier); when surrounded by solid fast ice, icebergs are climbed and used as a promontory to watch sea ice (to hunt and travel), also used to provide fresh water. At spring, when sea ice becomes less solid, iceberg moved by current break sea ice and open leads.
Abbreviations
ilulissap eqqaa: area around the iceberg (where sea ice is often thin and unsafe, or deformed or hummocked). /ilulissa-p eqqaa iceberg-genitive around.3sg/ iluliusaq: bergy bit (a large piece of floating glacier ice, generally showing less than 5 m above sea level but more than 1 m and normally about 100-300 sq. m in area). The area around a bergy bit is a good place to set net under sea ice to catch seals. /iluliaq-usaq iceberg-look like/ imarnersaq: puddle (an accumulation on ice of melt-water, mainly due to melting snow, but in the more advanced stages also to the melting of ice puttaaq: small piece of floating sea ice. Usually ice cake (any relatively flat piece of sea ice less than 20 m across) or small ice cake (an ice cake less than 2 m across). Cf. putta-be afloat puttaarpoq: [he, she] jumps from a puttaaq to an other. /puttaar-poq jump from a piece of floating sea ice to another-ind.3sg/ puttaqut: float made with a wood piece fixed on the long-handled (wood) ice chipping tool to set net under sea ice. /putta-qut be afloat-instrument/ puttineq: melting snow area on sea ice. Cf. pugtípoq, puvfípoq, Water oozes up through the ice, forming a king of slush with the snow on it, Schultz-Lorentzen 1927:197. Cf. pui-swell puttippoq: sea ice surface becomes wet (melting snow). /pui-tip?-poq rise to surface-cause?-ind.3sg/ qaanngorsiorneq: a way onto the qaanngoq (icefoot). /qaanngor-sior-neq icefoot-look for-abstract participium/ qaanngoq: icefoot (a narrow fringe of ice attached to the coast, unmoved by tides and remaining after the fast ice has moved away).
qaanngueruppoq: the qaanngoq (icefoot) breaks up (usually in spring, after have been submerged by high tides). /qaanngoq-erup-poq icefoot-have no more-ind.3sg/ qaanngunippoq: the qaanngoq (icefoot) forms. /qaanngoq-nip-poq icefoot-get-ind.3sg/ qaatersuarpoq: [a person or a dog] falls through sea ice. /qaaser-ter-rsuar-poq? be wet-gradually-much-ind.3sg/ qaatsinneq: wet snow area or flooded ice area or re-frozen area along the tide crack (crack at the line of junction between an immovable icefoot and fast ice, the latter subject to rise and fall of the tide).
Cf. Proto-Inuit * qaaptet-"overflow (water over ice)" in connection with * qaa "top or surface of s.th" (Fortescue et al. 1994:274 
